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Directional vortex motion guided by artificially induced mesoscopic potentials
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Rectangular pinning arrays of Ni dots define a potential landscape for vortex motion in Nb films. Magne-
totransport experiments in which two in-plane orthogonal electrical currents are injected simultaneously allow
one to select the direction and magnitude of the Lorentz force on the vortex lattice, thus providing the angular
dependence of the vortex motion. The background dissipation depends on the angle at low magnetic fields,
which is progressively smeared out with increasing field. The periodic potential locks in the vortex motion
along channeling directions. Because of this, the vortex-lattice direction of motion is up to 85o away from the
applied Lorentz force direction.
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Recently, e-beam writing based nanolithography1 has
been used to prepare submicrometric structures with ge
etries defined at will. In particular, the fabrication of supe
conducting thin films with periodic arrays of magnetic
nonmagnetic dots,2,3 lines,4 or holes,5 with sizes comparable
to the characteristic lengths that govern superconducti
~the coherence lengthj and the penetration depthl), opened
the door to studies of static and dynamic properties of vor
matter. One of the most remarkable phenomena obse
in samples with periodic arrays of defects is the co
mensurability effect in magnetoresistance and criti
current,2–14 which show that the vortex-lattice is strong
pinned at applied fields for which geometric matching exi
between the vortex-lattice and the underlying perio
structure.

Vortex-lattice dynamics as a function of Lorentz force d
rection in this kind of sample has been investigated rece
both theoretically15,16 and experimentally17 only for two
privileged directions. In Nb thin films with rectangular arra
of magnetic dots,17 the vortex motion is easier when th
Lorentz force is applied parallel to the short rather than
long side of the rectangular array. This effect was related
channeled potential barriers for vortex motion in the shor
interdot distance direction.

In the present work, we have studied vortex-lattice d
namics as a function of the Lorentz force direction with
spect to the array axes, in samples with rectangular a
symmetries. For this purpose, we have developed exp
ments in which the direction of the Lorentz force is rotat
any angle at will. We have found that the vortex lattice
guided by channeled potentials along the short side of
array even though Lorentz force is applied up to 85° aw
from the short side of the rectangular array.

Arrays of submicrometric Ni dots on Si~100! substrates
were fabricated usinge-beam lithography techniques
Briefly, the pattern is defined bye-beam writing on the resis
covering the substrate, followed by developing, and Ni sp
ter deposition. After lift-off only the Ni nanostructures re
main on top of the substrate, which is then covered b
sputtered Nb thin film. Further details on this procedure c
be found elsewhere.1
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Two arrays with rectangular symmetry but different pe
odsaxb were used; sample A with a 4003625-nm2 unit cell
and sample B with a 4003500-nm2 unit cell. On both
samples, the dots are 40 nm high~Ni thickness! and their
diameter isB5250 nm. The Nb film on top of dot arrays i
100 nm thick.

For magnetotransport measurements, a cross-sh
bridge, designed for these rotating Lorentz force expe
ments, was optically lithographed and ion-etched. A ske
of the bridge, as well as notation and definition of angles a
directions is shown in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. The two injected
dc currentsJx and Jy cross in a square area containing t
dot arrays. Taking into account Lorentz force expressi
FW L5JW3nW f0 ~wheref052.07310215 Wb andnW is a unitary
vector parallel to the applied magnetic field!, Jx andJy yield
two components of the Lorentz force on the vortex lattic

FIG. 1. ~a! Micrograph of the measurement bridge. The area
which currents cross is 40340 mm2. The shaded area represen
the 90390mm2 array of dots.~b! Definition of angleu, and current
and voltage directions with respect to array axes.~c! Voltage drops
Vy5V12V2 and Vx5V22V3 as a function ofu above Tc(T
59.5K), with AJx

21Jy
2510 kA cm22. ~d! SEM image of the array

of sample A (a5400nm,b5625nm).
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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Fx5Jyf0 and Fy5Jxf0. Thus, the resultant Lorent
force, of magnitude FL5AFx

21Fy
2 and direction u

5arctan(Jy/Jx), is selected at will, and it can be rotated
plane in the whole angular range 0-90o, being parallel to the
short lattice parametera whenu50o and to the long oneb
for u590o. Voltage drops ofVx5V22V3 andVy5V12V2
were simultaneously measured using two nanovoltmet
Experiments were carried out in a liquid He cryostat, p
vided with a superconducting magnet. In all measureme
the magnetic field was always applied perpendicular
film plane, and thus perpendicular to the applied curre
Jx andJy .

Normal state~T59.5 K! voltage dropsVx and Vy as a
function of u5arctan(Jy/Jx) @Fig. 1~c!# show a sinusoida
behavior, proving that voltage contacts are well aligned.
perconducting critical temperaturesTc’s were independent o
the measuring voltage contacts. For sample A it w
Tc58.75 K, and for sample BTc58.63 K, close to the
Tc59.2 K for bulk Nb.

The resistance along thex direction ~long sideb of rect-
angular array! Rx5Vx/I x versus applied fieldH is shown in
Fig. 2 for different anglesu and fixed magnitude of the Lor
entz forceFL , for samples A and B. For both sample
minima develop as a consequence of geometrical matc
between the vortex lattice and the underlying perio
structure.2 For sample A two different periodsDH are ob-
served: at low fieldsDH low584 Oe, while at higher fields
DHhigh5130 Oe. The low-field period corresponds to fiel

FIG. 2. ~a! Rx(H) vs applied field of sample A for differen
anglesu andAJx

21Jy
2575 kA cm22 at T50.98Tc . Vertical dashed

lines point out matching fields with periodDHlow584 Oe, and
dash-dotted lines those withDHhigh5130 Oe. ~b! Rx(H) vs ap-
plied field of sample B for different anglesu and AJx

21Jy
2

512.5 kA cm22 at T50.99Tc . Vertical dashed lines point ou
matching fields with periodDHlow5104 Oe, dash-dotted line
those with DHhigh5122 Oe, and dotted lines mark fraction
matching fields 0.5DHlow552 Oe and 1.5DHlow5156 Oe.
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at which an integer number of vortices exists per unit cell
the array, givingDHlow5f0/ab582.9 Oe, wherea5625
nm andb5400 nm are dots array cell dimensions. The hig
field period corresponds toDHhigh5f0/a25129 Oe. The
transition between these two different regimes has been
plained in terms of the reconfiguration in the vortex latti
from a rectangular to a square geometry.18 For sample B
(a5500 nm andb5400 nm!, this phenomenon is also ob
served, with a longer periodDHhigh5122 Oe than the low
field regimeDHlow5104 Oe, in good agreement with theo
retical valuesDHlow5f0/ab5103 Oe andDHhigh5f0/a2

5129 Oe. In addition, fractional matching effects14 are ob-
served for sample B, at fields 0.5DHlow552 and 1.5
DHlow5156 Oe. None of these features depend on the
rection of the Lorentz force, i.e., the position and period
matching fields do not change when the Lorentz force
rotated at different anglesu. However, for both samples, th
background resistance in the low field regime clearly d
pends on the Lorentz force direction, and becomes lowe
it is rotated towards the long side of the rectangular arrab
(u→90). At higher fields, the resistance becomes the sa
for all anglesu. This behavior clearly shows an anisotrop
in-plane vortex dynamics.

Figure 3 shows a different set ofR(H) for samples A and
B, with Rx5Vx /I x andRy5Vy /I y measured simultaneously
In these measurements, the current densityJx is kept con-

FIG. 3. ~a! Rx(H) and~b! Ry(H) of sample A atT50.99Tc , for
Jx525 kA cm22 and differentJy : ~solid squares! Jy50 (u50),
~circles! Jy512.5 kA cm22 (u530), ~solid up triangles! Jy

543.3 kA cm22 (u560), and ~down triangles!Jy568.8 kA
cm-2 (u575). ~c! Rx(H) and ~d! Ry(H) of sample B at T
50.99Tc , for Jx512.5 kA cm22 and differentJy : ~solid squares!
Jy50 (u50), ~circles! Jy57.25 kA cm22 (u530), ~solid up tri-
angles! Jy512.5 kA cm22 (u545), ~up triangles! Jy

521.6 kA cm22 (u560), ~solid diamonds! Jy534.3 kA cm22 (u
570), and ~left triangles! Jy5142.2 kA cm22 (u585). Dashed
line points out first matching fields.
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stant, whileJy is changed for each curve. As a result, t
Lorentz forceFy along the short side of the arraya is kept
constant, and the forceFx along the long sideb is increased,
thus resulting in a total variable Lorentz forceFL

5AFx
21Fy

2 with direction u5arctan(Jy /Jx). The behavior
of both A and B samples is essentially the same~Fig. 3!. For
fields up to the first matching andu, 85°, Rx is independent
of Fx . Moreover, in these field range,Ry falls below mea-
surable values, much lower thanRx ; that isVy! Vx , indi-
cating that vortex lattice is essentially moving along the sh
sidea of the array. It is worth noting that vortex-lattice mo
tion is confined along the short sidea of the array, even
though the total Lorentz forceFL is rotated up tou585o,
very close to the direction of the long side of the arrayb. For
fields higher than the first matching, a measurable resista
Ry progressively arises. Thus, the vortex-lattice direction
motion no longer is restricted to thea direction, but it rotates
as magnetic field increases, becoming parallel to the di
tion of the applied Lorentz forceFL .

The phenomenology described above constitutes the
tral result of this paper. The anisotropic pinning potential d
to the rectangular array of magnetic dots17 creates a
hard-axis, along the long sideb, for the vortex-lattice mo-
tion. The important point is that this effect is strong enou
to lock vortex motion along the short sidea of the rectangle.
Vortex-lattice motion is guided along this direction fo
fields up to the first matching field, disappearing progr
sively for more intense fields; as the number of wea
pinned interstitial vortices2 increases the guided vortices e
fect is reduced.

To gain further insight into this anisotropic vortex-lattic
dynamics, I 2V curves ~not shown! were measured atT
50.99Tc for severalu5arctan(Jy/Jx) at different applied
fields. The vortex-lattice velocities along thex ~hard! andy
~easy! axes are calculated from the voltage dropsVx andVy ,
usingv i5Vi /(dB), whered is the distance between contac
andB the applied field. Here we used that the vortex-latt
velocity v5Avx

21vy
2 gives the electric fieldEW 5BW 3vW . To-

gether with the Lorentz force expression,FL5AFx
21Fy

2, we
can deriveFL2v curves fromI 2V characteristics. This is
interesting, since19 a comparison of the Lorentz force nece
sary to drive the vortex-lattice with a velocityv at an out-
of-matching field (FL out) with that at a matching field
(FL matching), gives the effective force at matching (DFL) as
a function of velocity:

FL matching~v !2FL out~v ![DFL~v !.

This analysis for the first matching field is shown in Fi
4, for samples A (Hout545 Oe,Hmatching584 Oe! and B
(Hout570 Oe,Hmatching5104). Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show
that, for angles up tou560°, the maxima of the effective
force are for velocities around 200 m/s in both samples, w
in the range earlier reported,19 and, most importantly, do no
depend on the direction of the Lorentz force. However, as
Lorentz force direction approaches the hard-axisb(60,u
→90, perpendicular to the channel direction!, the maxima
22450
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shift towards lower velocities. On the other hand,DFL(u)
increases monotonically for allu. Figures 4~c! and 4~d! show
DFL(u)3cos(u). DFL(u)3cos(u)'DFL(u50) up to a given
velocity, which depends on the sample anisotropy and L
entz force direction (u). This clarifies the behavior observe
in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. Up to a given vortex-lattice velocity
dependent on the Lorentz force direction, only theFy com-
ponent~along easy axisa) plays a role in vortex dynamics
In agreement with the picture described above, the vor
motion is restricted to this direction for fields up to fir
matching field. The component of the Lorentz force alo
the hard axisb, Fx , has no effect until a threshold fo
vortex-lattice velocity is reached. For both samples, t
threshold is lower as the direction of the Lorentz force
closer to the hard axis@see the arrows in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d!#.
The more anisotropic the rectangular array~sample A!, the
higher the threshold velocity for each Lorentz for
direction.

In conclusion, the measurement of the vortex-lattice
locity v versus the applied Lorentz forceFL shows that, up
to a given vortex-lattice velocity threshold, the vortex moti
in rectangular pinning arrays is strongly guided by the m
crostructure along the short side of the array. The phys
origin of this guided vortex motion is the channeling pote
tial landscape created by the rectangular symmetry. This
sults in the vortex-lattice velocity and Lorentz force not b
ing parallel for fields up to the first matching minimum: th
effect is strong enough to keep the vortex-lattice motion

FIG. 4. ~a! DFL(v) for sample B around first matching, fo
different directions of the Lorentz force~see the legend!. ~b!
DF L(v) for sample A around first matching, for different direction
of the Lorentz force~see the legend!. ~c! DFL(v)3cos(u) for
sample B around first matching~see the legend!. ~d! DFL(v)
3cos(u) for sample A around first matching~see the legend!. Hori-
zontal arrows in~c! and ~d! point out the vortex velocity threshold
for guided vortex motion.
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to 85° away from the Lorentz force direction, and only t
component of the Lorentz forceFy along the short side of the
array plays a role in vortex dynamics. The effect is tuna
by the dots array anisotropy: the higher the anisotropy of
dot array, the wider the range of velocities in which t
guided vortex motion occurs.
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